
 

# Ponnuthurai kanthan wrote this Kabali Tamil movie download review after 1st day of release. For more reviews, please visit
ponnuthurai kanthan's blog https://www.kabalimoviereviews.com/ to know more about the latest movies in the tamil industry. #
It is a very interesting movie to watch. No other Tamil movie this year has got anything like it in terms of content and story line
which is quite unique to us all watching this particular genre of moive making . The first half is fast paced and you feel like
everything is happening at a very fast rate . The second half sees the build up to the climax which comes up with an even more
stronger impact than first half. The first half could have been shortened by 10 minutes which will not make audiences feel
exhausted. # This movie has all elements of what Tamil movie viewers wait for . Okay Kabali (Prashanth) is not your perfect
hero but his performance as the ruthless gangster will leave you wanting for more . His role is quite demanding and he has lived
upto it. Rajinikanth's cameo was nice which was a pleasant surprise to me since I have watched him in Aachchamundu
Achchamundu. Radhika Apte played Saami, his love interest who supports him throughout his life. Easily the best performance
in the movie. Dinesh Ravi is awesome as Kabali brother who is into politics and he makes you laugh like crazy with the way he
speaks. His mannerisms are awesome. There is a scene where he meets Manikanta (Kishore) at his home where he tries to give
him good advice on how to handle Saami's case but everytime he would start speak, Manikanta would interrupt him like crazy
which is hilarious. Soori was awesome as Kabali best friend which had some really funny moments with Kabali brother .
Radhika Apte's looks will make you fall in love with her for sure . All the villains including the ones played by John Vijay,
Anandraj and others were awesome as well. # The music by Santhosh Narayanan is awesome , especially the title theme music .
It got me listening to it everyday initially. The background score is awesome too . Awesome lyrics by Vivek written by Pa.Vijay
are awesome too. Best one liner 'Entre Edhuvum Edhuvum' was awesome. Cinematography is awesome by Gopi Amarnath .
Manoj Paramahamsa has done an awesome action choreography which is phenomenal. The first half of the movie was filled
with so many things which you don't see in usual movies . It was filled with action, comedy and all other elements. Second half
had managed to maintain the same pace and had managed to keep the impact up to the climax. I would say that director may
have just made 2 hours long movie since there was an abrupt ending. The last 3 minutes of the first half and last 2 minutes of
second half could have been blended into just one continuous scene and it would have been perfect .
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